
EXPERIENCE

SENIOR FRONTEND DEVELOPER, Remote 
JustGo Health,  2022 - October 2023

Architected and developed an intuitive, high-performance web application, leveraging modern
frameworks such as React and Next.js, which enhanced user engagement and facilitated a
streamlined healthcare management experience.
Helped design and implement a bespoke dashboard for healthcare providers, enabling efficient
management of patient records, schedules, and billing, thereby optimizing operational workflow.
Innovated a user-centric onboarding process, reducing the average signup time about 50%,
which streamlined the integration of new users into the platform.
Crafted custom components and UI elements aligning with JustGo Health's brand identity, which
improved the application's overall user experience and accessibility.
Fostered a collaborative development environment by working closely with designers and project
managers, successfully translating high-fidelity mockups into live, functional user flows that
increased user satisfaction rates by 30%.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER, Nigeria 
Openwaver Tech LTD,  2021 - 2022

Orchestrated the frontend development of two high-profile NFT projects, which collectively
generated sales of approximately $30k
Spearheaded the complete overhaul of the company's website within a 1-month timeframe,
modernizing the UI/UX and updating the technology stack, which significantly improved site
performance and user satisfaction
Contributed to the integration of RESTful APIs into frontend operations, enabling real-time data
synchronization and streamlined user interactions.
Excelled in a cross-functional team, delivering 6+ customer-centric web applications, which were
pivotal in reducing user onboarding time by 40%.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER, Remote 
Opensource Contribution and Freelancing, 2020 - 2021

Actively engaged in notable open source projects, contributing code enhancements and
feature developments that have been adopted by a community of thousands of developers.
Played a pivotal role in the user interface design and development for acclaimed projects such
as BioDrop, WhisChat, and Tweetsage, utilizing a variety of modern web technologies.
Delivered custom, visually captivating, and performance-optimized websites for a diverse
clientele as a freelancer, frequently receiving commendations for exceeding client expectations.
Employed a robust stack comprising HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and advanced frameworks to
construct dynamic, interactive websites that prioritize scalability and user-centric design.

+1 (844) 730 - 3006stephen.tal@bithubinc.com

STEPHEN OKYERE

CAREER  OBJECTIVE

As a proficient software engineer with years of experience in the web and mobile app development
industry. I specialize in creating visually appealing and intuitive websites and mobile applications to
deliver exceptional user experiences. I have a sharp eye for detail and I am dedicated to turning your
web vision into reality

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING - BS, ACCRA, GH.
Ghana Communication Technology University (GCTU), Jan 2024 - present

DIPLOMA IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, ACCRA, GH.
IPMC College of Education,  2022 - 2023

CERTIFICATION IN JAVASCRIPT, ONLINE
Sololearn, April 2023

CERTIFICATION IN REACT  (BASIC )ONLINE 
HackerRank, June 2023

CERTIFICATION IN REACT (ADVANCED), ONLINE
Coursera, July 2023

PUBLICATIONS
Github: https://github.com/stephenokyere233
Website: https://www.devsteve.pro/

SKILLS

React JS
Next JS
SASS
JavaScript
Algolia
TypeScript
Tailwind CSS
Redux

Firebase
React Native
Git & GitHub
Algorithm
Analytics
Prisma
Vue JS
API Integration

Zustand
PostgreSQL
Unit Testing
CI/CD
React Query
Material-UI
UX
Nuxt JS

GraphQL
Electron
Bootstrap
MySQL
HTML 5 & CSS 3
Problem solving
Frontend Development
Fullstack Development
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